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[5 7] ABSTRACT 
Non-linear elements utilized as amplifying devices 
normally are constructed to have an ampli?cation fac 
tor as linear as possible. Linearity is not achieved and 
a predictable distortion is generated normally mixing 
with the noise and signal output of the device. This in 
vention opposes an ampli?ed signal with a like am 
pli?ed inversion thereof to cancel the linear portions 
of ampli?cation and sums the non-linear portions in a 
common output at doubled frequency which contains 
the modulation information in a form enhanced rela 
tive to the noise due to the exponential character of 
the ampli?cation distortion component. Noise 
generated or received, when of comparable magnitude 
to signal, is mixed with the signal input to augment the 
amplitude of the non-linear ampli?cation components 
notably at the crests in a doubled frequency signal 
from a pair of like ampli?ers energized at a common 
point and excited in opposite phase. Noise, when 
generally continuous, thus enhances both the signal 
output and the signal-noise ratio in the output. 

10 Claims, 11 Drawing Figures 
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CIRCUIT AND METHOD FOR ENHANCEMENT OF 
SIGNAL-NOISE RATIO 

This invention is a continuation-in-part of an applica 
tion, Ser. No. 815,255 ?led Apr. 3, 1969, relating to a 
Linear Expansion Ampli?er. 
The invention provides enhancement of a 

signal/noise ratio by increasing the signal energy por 
tion of an energy-bandwidth relationship in a receiver. 
More particularly, it provides for expansion of the am 
pli?ed product in an ampli?er in accordance with the 
non-linear transfer characteristic of a pair of like ampli 
?er elements excited oppositely with common output 
and in accordance with the broadband noise present, 
the noise being also enhanced, but largely ?ltered from 
the output. Transistor, diode and tube triode elements 
exhibit output vs. input curves which are generally ex 
ponential, usually approximately parabolic. This inven 
tion applies the outputs from oppositely phased inputs 
in opposition to each other, thus cancelling all like 
(linear) components to leave a product which is an ex 
ponential function of the input voltage variation curve, 
hence a means of multiplying the ratio of signal or 
signal plus noise to noise. It is used characteristically as 
a stage in the intermediate frequency portion of a 
receiver, but is applicable to signal processing 
generally, and may be used in cascaded stages of 
signal/noise enhancement either for a signal of the 
same order of magnitude as the noise or of a higher 
order of magnitude. 

Efforts of recent years to improve the capacity of a 
communication system have been directed to the im~ 
provement of the noise ?gure of ampli?ers and to 
means for improving the signal/noise ratio of various 
devices such as complete ampli?ers and transistor ele 
ments. A careful study has been directed to the utiliza 
tion of band widths more ef?ciently, to secure greater 
information content in a signal of speci?ed bandwidth, 
since these are the factors which ultimately determine 
the rate and/or range of communication. Fundamental 
to these investigations is the consideration of noise in 
an input signal, noise generated in the device, noise at 
tenuation by band limiting, and multiplexing of signals, 
as in digital degrees of modulation‘, to enhance the 
signal/noise ratio when factors such as bits/sec. and 
bandwidths are considered. 
A basic treatment of the history of the development 

of information theory, entitled Symbols, Signals, and 
Noise by J. R. Pierce, Harper Bros., New York, 1961, 
includes works of Kelvin, Edison, Fourier, Nyquist, 
Hartley, Wiener and Shannon. A further theoretical 
treatment of noise is provided in an article at pages 
539-541 in Encyclopedia of Electronics published by 
Reinhold, 1962. The latter publication discusses noise 
?gures and noise temperature of a device such as an 
ampli?er with and without efforts at noise attenuation. 
Such noise attenuation is there stated to be possible 
only with respect to excess noise above the thermal 
noise. In the present invention there is enhancement of 
the signal/noise ratio by providing a signal enhance 
ment resulting from thermal noise, in which the ther 
mal noise can be removed, to leave the desired 
enhancement. Noise ordinarily encountered in a com 
munications receiver may contain large isolated peaks 
or spikes of voltage as well as a more continuous 
background of noise partly generated, for example, in a 
preceding stage. Particularly in frequency modulation 
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2 
detection it is possible to attenuate sporadic noise 
spikes by the usual limiting process. The signal infor 
mation wave itself, whether of frequency modulation or 
other type, will contain a more or less steadily 
developed noise voltage superimposed upon the 
desired signal voltage. This invention is effective in sub 
duing of this generally continuous noise background 
sometimes referred to as “grass” in a representation of 
signal plus noise voltage curves. 

Theoretical treatments of signal and noise may di?‘er 
somewhat in characterization of the noise as to con 
tinuous, sporadic, thermal or inherent. Regardless of 
theoretical treatment, it is recognized as a practical fac 
tor that background noise tends to have a relatively 
continuous nature and a magnitude such as to limit the 
range of effectiveness of information communication 
to a threshold generally some 3-10 decibels above the 
background noise. There is the further problem in any 
practical receiver device of avoiding or overcoming 
noise generated in the receiver components, which 
noise may be ampli?ed along with the signal even 
though band limiting excludes incoming noise not 
passed by the input ?ltering system. Improvement in 
communication effectiveness has been limited by 
background noise since the signal to be processed must 
exceed the noise ?gure by a factor not heretofore 
reducible. 
While it has been recognized that a satisfactory ratio 

of signal to noise is achieved by increasing the power 
employed in the transmission of an intelligence signal 
modulated upon a carrier, it has also been recognized 
that practical limits on the amount of power employa 
ble have been reached in numerous classes of service, 
oftentimes, by spill-over from one channel to another, 
and often because of the non-availability of higher 
power as in communications from deep space. 

It is accordingly an object of this invention to im 
prove the ability of a receiver to accept and process 
signals which are smaller in respect to background 
noise than heretofore utilized. . 

Another object of the invention is to make use of the 
background noise itself for enhancement of a signal 
representing the information content of the transmitted 
signal herein to achieve an improved signal/noise ratio. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a means 

of utilization of the non-linearity of ampli?cation of a 
non-linear device in a manner to improve rather than 
degrade the signal therein processed. 
A ?nal object of the invention is to provide an im 

proved means of signal frequency doubling in which 
the doubled frequency signal contains all the informa 
tion of a suppressed input signal. 
These and other objects will be appreciated as the in 

vention is described in connection with the following 
?gures in which: 

‘ FIG. 1 is a circuit diagram of the basic circuit accord 
ing to this invention; 

FIG. 2 is a circuit diagram of similar apparatus with 
tuned input and output circuits; ‘ 

FIG. 3 is a circuit diagram of similar apparatus with 
alternative biasing and input arrangements; 

FIG. 4 is a circuit diagram of further alternative input 
and biasing arrangements for apparatus according to 
FIG. 1; 
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FIG. 5 is a wave form diagram of the equal and op 
posite inputs to balanced ampli?er elements times a 
linear ampli?cation factor; 

FIG. 6 is a wave form diagram showing actual am 
pli?cation in balanced transistors and the summed non 
linear resultant in the output; 

FIG. 7 is a wave form diagram of the output of FIG. 6 
with non-linear ampli?cation products from noise 
spikes superimposed; 

FIG. 8 is a typical characteristic curve for a non 
linear device such as a transistor; and 

FIG. 9 is a diagrammatic showing of the improve 
ment in decibels in the signal/noise ratio according to 
this invention; 

FIG. 10 is a further graph showing the improvement 
achieved by this invention; and 

FIG. 11 is a schematic circuit diagram using diode 
elements rather than ampli?er elements according to 
this invention. 6 

Previously mentioned advantages of this invention 
relate to the improvements indicated in FIGS. 9 and 10 
which are achieved by a circuit basically having the 
components shown in FIGS. 1 and 11. Doubling a 
signal frequency is illustrated in FIG. 6 wherein a non 
linear ampli?cation component of an ampli?ed signal 
containing information to be communicated is con 
tained in a residual signal representative of the non 
linearity from which linear ampli?cation products are 
removed. 
According to this invention the information con 

tained in the input signal is assumed to be impressed 
upon a carrier wave, of some Kind, being typically an 
intermediate frequency as developed in a radio 
receiver after heterodyning and before detection or dis 
crimination, but it will be understood that either an AM 
or FM receiver may be bene?tted by this invention by 
the insertion of a stage such as in FIG. 1 in the inter 
mediate frequency portion of the receiver circuit. It 
may be otherwise applied, whether or not one is con 
cerned with the radio signal or other land line signal 
containing a data train in which signaling speed and 
bandwidth limitations cause the signal/noise ratio to be 
the limiting factor in the transmission. 

Regardless of the application, a device according to 
FIG. 1 consists of a transformer input where a trans 
former generally shown at 10 has an input winding 11 
with an assumed input at a frequency of F1 and a secon 
dary winding comprising equal halves 12 and 13 in se 
ries and having a center point 14 brought out to ground 
or to other reference voltage suitable for biasing 
transistors 01 and Q2 of which the emitters are con 
nected together at a point 15 grounded at point 16 or 
equivalently connected to a reference point at other 
than ground. Transistors Q1 and Q2 are connected to 
opposite ends of windings l2 and 13 such that the volt 
age on transformer 10 is applied equally and oppositely 
at all times to the bases of Q1 and Q2. The collectors of 
Q1 and Q2 are connected together directly so as to 
completely cancel all input signals which are alike in 
the two transistors and all output ampli?cation com 
mon in the two transistors. Differing components are 
not cancelled, but are summed. 
To achieve this result, it is ordinarily preferable to 

provide a balancing means such as potentiometer R3 
having a movable arm for making connection at a 
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4 
selected point 15 to ground at 16. This potentiometer is 
connected directly to the two emitters of the transistors 
and serves to equalize the outputs at the collectors at 
below threshold signals by taking account of small dif 
ferences in the inputs and/or parameters of transistors 
of like type and manufacture. Point 15 might be 
selected in various ways to indicate the point at which 
an in?nitesimally small input signal would have equal 
outputs at the collectors to effect complete cancella 
tion thereof. 

In FIG. 1 non-linear devices 0; and Q2 are illustra 
tively transistors of identical characteristics, being 
shown as of P-N-P type. It will be understood that 
transistors of the N-P-N type may be used in an 
equivalent circuit with suitable changes in biasing and 
voltage supply. It will also be understood that Q1 and Q2 
may also be other than transistors but are assumed to 
be devices in which ampli?cation is not linear with 
changing magnitudes of input signal at the bases of Q1 
and Q2 FIG. 1. Typical characteristic curves showing 
the non-linearity of such amplifying devices may be 
drawn in a number of ways of which one example will 
be later described in connection with FIG. 8. Triode 
tubes may substitute for Q1 and Q2 with suitable well 
known changes in connection, it being understood that 
the characteristic curves for such tubes also exhibit a 
non-linearity similar to that illustrated in FIG. 8 when 
large signals are not employed. 
As herein described elements Q1 and Q2 are referred 

to as transistors or other amplifying elements, but it 
may be seen that the ampli?cation factor may be less 
than unity, or absent, so long as it is understood that the 
non-linear curve of output vs. input is of exponential or 
logrithmic form, and the term “ampli?er” element in 
cludes a two terminal device such as the diodes D1 and 
D2 of FIG. 11. 
When emitters of Q1 and Q2 are connected together 

and grounded at point 15 and the transformer center 
point 14 is suitably biased by a pair of biasing resistors 
R1 and R2 connected in series between a voltage supply 
and ground. Point 14 and may be connected to the 
junction of R1 and R2 may be bypassed for signal by a 
capacitor 17 to thereby establish a signal voltage about 
center point 14 such that signal to the ampli?ers Q1 and 
O2 is at all times equal and opposite with respect to a 
ground or arbitrary bias level voltage. In such an ar 
rangement linear ampli?cation at Q1 and Q2 would 
result in output voltages which are always in equal mag 
nitude and opposite sign to produce an output always at 
zero. An output is nevertheless obtained, as will be 
described. 
Common load 18 connects from a voltage supply 19 

to a common connection between the collectors of Q1 
‘and Q2. It will be seen that any differences in output 
current drawn through the collector-emitter of Q1 and 
the collector-emitter of Q2 between their common con 
nection and the ground point at 15 will result in a net 
voltage change thereby developed across load im 
pedance 18. This becomes a net output of the circuit 
taken between terminals 20 and 21, one of which may 
be grounded as at 16 and the other of which may be 
connected to the common collector point by way of 
coupling capacitor 22. Further explanation of the na 
ture and effect of an output as at 20 will be described in 
detail in connection with FIGS. 5 — 8. A sine wave input 
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signal gives an output approximating a sign wave of 
double the frequency of the input to transformer 10, 
and as indicated at F2. The essential feature thus far 
described provides that equal and opposite phases of an 
input signal feed a pair of like amplifying devices which 
operate in the “linear region” of their characteristic 
curves to produce outputs which are alike and opposite 
within a ?rst order of magnitude, to thereby present no 
output across the load impedance. Non-linearity of arm 
pli?cation results in a second order effect from Q1 and 
Q2 which add in impedance 18 to provide an output at 
20 which represents all frequency and amplitude com 
ponents of the input signal but is of doubled frequency. 

FIG. 2 illustrates an output circuit coupling to ter 
minals 20 and 21 utilizing an inductive coupling 23 
from a tuned output circuit 24 which substitutes for a 
simple impedance or resistor element 18 of FIG. 1. An 
output comprising coupling 23 and 24 may thus be 
sharply tuned to the frequency F2 which is also effec 
tive in removing ampli?ed noise voltage other than 
components approximating F2. Similarly, the input cir 
cuit transformer 10 may have a tuning capacitor 25 
connected across outer ends of coils l2 and 13 to pro 
vide a more precisely tuned input at frequency F1. 

FIG. 3 illustrates an alternative arrangement of FIG. 
1 in which balancing is achieved somewhat differently. 
The input circuit is also illustrated differently, compris 
ing means for applying F1 and an inversion thereof 
directly to the bases of Q1 and Q2 without use of a 
center-tapped transformer as in FIGS. 1 and 2. In this 
modi?cation an inverter device 26 produces a mirror 
image of F1 being thereby also at frequency Fl but at a 
phase relation displaced either positively or negatively 
by 180°. The input signal in this case is biased as by re 
sistors 27 and 28 junctioned at the base of Q1 and iso 
lated from the signal source by way of capacitor 29. 
The base of Q2 is biased as in FIG. 2 except that one 
biasing resistor illustrated at FIG. 3 is made adjustable 
for the proper balancing of inputs to Q1 and Q2. The in 
verted image of input signal F 1 is applied by capacitor 
31 at the base of Q2. The emitters of Ql and Q2 may be 
separately connected to ground by resistors 32 and 32', 
one of which may be made adjustable for further 
balancing of combined signal output at the connected 
collectors of Q, and Q2 for near zero signal input. 

FIG. 4 illustrates a further modi?cation of a basic cir 
cuit in which a phase splitter device 34 provides two 
like signals of equal amplitude and opposite phase 
being passed to the bases of Q1 and Q2 by way of at 
tenuators 35 and 36 for balancing purposes. The FIG. 4 
circuit is otherwise like that of FIG. 3 in providing bias 
ing for transistor bases but differs in the connection of 
the emitters in that no resistor elements are required, 
the emitters being connected directly together and to 
an output or references such as ground. This circuit dif 
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fers in illustration but not in mode of operation in that ‘ 
transitors of the N-P-N type are shown although either 
type may be employed with suitable attention to volt 
age polarity and biasing arrangements. 

FIG. 5 illustrates linearly ampli?ed sine wave inputs 
to a pair of ampli?ers Q and Q’, equivalent to Q1 and 
Q2 of the preceding ?gures, in which an input signal 40 
has a mirror image 41, at the inputs for Q and Q’, 
respectively. During each cycle of input wave a pair of 
axis-crossing points will occur at 42 and 43 in which 

65 

6 
both the input and the output of Q and Q’ are zero. 
Since it is assumed for FIG. 5 that ampli?cation is 
completely linear at all times, it will be evident that a 
suitable scale factor changes Qm and Q',“ to Q0“: and 
Q'm. etc- 6 

FIG. 6 illustrates output curves at Q0,“ and Q'ou, as of 
nearly sine wave form corresponding to a sine wave 
input as in FIG. 5 and drawn to the same scale as in 
FIG. 5 except corresponding to an ampli?ed output. In 
an actual ampli?er device employing a non-linear 
transfer characteristic needed to effect an ampli?ca 
tion it will be apparent that any non-linearity in this am 
pli?cation will result in a deviation of the output waves 
from the form of waves 40 to 411. This ideal form is' 
shown at 44 and 45, respectively, and actual output is 
shown at 46 and 47. In an ampli?er device in which the 
characteristic curve is concave upwardly (an exponen 
tial relationship) it will be apparent that an increased 
signal from a static or rest point results in a greater than 
proportional increase in output whereas a decreased 
signal results in a smaller than proportional decrease in 
the potential at the output point. If we make a ?rst as 
sumption that the increase in output potential relative 
to the reference point above that which would 
represent linear ampli?cation at that point is equal, to a 
?rst order of approximation, to the de?ciency relative 
to a linear decrease below the static point for the out 
put from Q’, we will have curves generally as at 46 and 
47, both being displaced at the maximum and minimum 
excursions upwardly from curves 44 and 45. 
During the second half of the input sine wave the 

output from Q’ exceeds the assumed linear output by 
the same error as the output from Q falls short of the 
negative value assumed for linear ampli?cation. The 
signal input at points 42 and 43 is zero for both 
transistors and is accordingly zero in the output. If the 
deviation from linearity in each case is considered to be 
an error signal taken with respect to the theoretically 
perfect ampli?cation of curves 44 and 45 it will be ob 
served that the errors in output from Q and Q’ are addi~ 
tive across the load impedance of the unit as previously 
described. Thus an output equal to Q0“: plus Q',,,,, is ad 
ditive at the maxima and minima of curves 44 and 45 
and zero at the axis-crossing points 42 and 43. This is il 
lustrated in FIG. 6 as successive maxima 48 and 49 in 
the resultant curves of Q0", plus Q'm. 
An upwardly concave, or exponential, characteristic 

curve for a pairof like amplifying or other devices 
within the so-called “linear” region of the charac 
teristic curve results in additive error voltages in a cir 
cuit according to FIGS. 1 - 4 and 1 1. This curve is illus 
trated at 50 and closely approximates a sign wave of 
frequency F2 being the sum of the error components of 
ampli?cation in two oppositely excited like-connected 
identical devices. 

It will be observed that curve 50 is not an attenuated 
or ampli?ed representation of the information-bearing 
signal at the input and in fact is of :a different frequen 
cy. Nevertheless, this output signal, which represents 
error from linear in ampli?cation is always propor 
tional to the deviation of input signal from a reference 
point which is the mean voltage of the input signal. This 
remains true whether the intelligence signal contained 
in the input wave is impressed thereon as amplitude, 
frequency, or phase modulation. Output is thus a func 
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tion of the non-linearity of transfer and will be always 
present and additive in the output from the two devices 
having like characteristic curves of continuously in 
creasing slope when output is plotted as an ordinate 
against input as an abscissa. Such a curve is illustrated 
in FIG. 8. 

In constructing the curves at FIG. 6 it is assumed that 
the ampli?cation of a signal containing information to 
be communicated is an AC input voltage of sinusoidal 
form and that the deviation from linearity at the crest 
of the output wave is approximately 2 percent in error, 
being a positive increment in the output voltage while 
the deviation from linearity at a wave trough is also 
about 2 percent less than would be the voltage devia 
tion for linear ampli?cation, the two deviations from 
linear adding to 4 percent in the output, depending on 
the magnitude of the input signal and the region of the 
characteristic curve into which the amplifying devices 
are biased for their operating points. Since the form of 
the input wave is not critical any form of periodic volt 
age reversal signal is included in the term AC input. 

Characteristic curves which are continuously con 
cave upwardly as in FIG. 8 are normally biased far from 
the 0 of the curve for which the non-linearity would be 
greatest. In any attempts at linear ampli?cation it is of 
course necessary to avoid the region of saturation cor 
responding to high currents, and also ordinarily involv 
ing the possibility of burn-out of the devices. The re 
gions of interest in the characteristic curve are ac 
cordingly selected within the more linear region, but 
such regions are found to exhibit the continuously in 
creasing slope of the characteristic curve such that the 
effective error is of unitary sign deviating upwardly 
from an operating line corresponding to the ampli?ca 
tion factor at the operating point. A common emitter 
con?guration is illustrated but it will be apparent that 
other amplifying con?gurations will produce the 
summed error output for a characteristic curve of con~ 
tinuously increasing slope. Many such devices exhibit a 
non-linearity which is approximately a squared func 
tion corresponding to a parabolic curve within the re 
gion of interest. This factor is utilized in description of 
FIG. 7 hereinafter. Some other exponential function 
than the squared function would, of course, be effec 
tive in this con?guration. 

In modern high gain ampli?ers the main portion of 
output is a linear multiple of input, corresponding to a 
linear equation y =f(x) = B X + C, where C is a con 
stant and B is an amplifying factor. The non-linear por 
tion may be considered as of the form of A x2, A being 
much less than B and X2 the principal non-linear com 
ponent. In this relationship there may be other terms of 
lesser importance or X2 may be replaced in some 
devices with X‘‘ where Z is an exponent usually approx 
imating 2. The effect of cancelling the linear product is 
to remove the BX term from Y = AXZ+ BX + C to give 
AX‘ + C, C being removed in a conventional manner, so 
that the output is a nearly pure exponential function of 
the input. Since this is true for ampli?ers encountered 
in practice we have an effective means of enhancing all 
larger signals relative to smaller signals present in the 
input, approaching, for example, 60 db relative im 
provement when a signal substantially larger than noise 
is present. The gain is not limited to signals already 
larger than noise, but may be used to initially render 
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the information larger than the noise background for 
typical noise types, as later described. 

It may be observed that curve 50 contains all of the 
frequency and amplitude information present in the 
signal Fl. Errors assumed to be each 2 percent are 
added to provide an output at 4 percent of the am 
plitude of the sine wave perfectly ampli?ed are shown 
somewhat exaggerated for clarity. This output signal 
may be again ampli?ed as may be desired to reach the 
desired signal level. 

Referring to FIG. 7 a resultant signal 50 is shown in 
dependently of the input signals and their opposed am‘ 
pli?ed voltage levels for clarity of description of the 
combined noise and signal. The effect of noise added to 
the information signal is illustrated as isolated spikes 
wherein the noise signal is assumed to he sets of posi 
tive and negative voltage excursions which in practice 
may approximate a spurious continuous signal of a 
much higher frequency. Successive zero output volt 
ages are shown at 42 and 43 and successive error signal 
peaks are shown at 48 and 49 corresponding to the 
result of passing a signal wave into the circuit and tak 
ing output at 20. It will be apparent that any noise volt 
age input will have an effect superimposed upon curve 
50. If it is assumed that a positive input voltage is sup 
plied for a brief interval at output wave point 48 and 
that this input voltage is equal in magnitude to the volt 
age of a signal crest in curve 40, this will result in 
doubling the signal to be ampli?ed as applied at the 
base of a transistor Q and that the effective signal ex 
cursion will rise considerably more than in proportion 
to thevbase voltage rise. 

If the characteristic curve exhibits a squared relation, 
as is found to be approximately true even for commer 
cially available high performance transistors, the error 
will be four times as large, rather than only twice as 
large, corresponding to the doubled input voltage. In 
connection with FIG. 7 we are considering the cumula 
tive result of error in Q and Q’ in order to correspond 

I with the cumulative result shown in curve 50. If we now 
assume that each positive spike added to the input 
wave has a corresponding-like negative spike, there 
would be added to the error voltage for this negative 
spike the result of decreasing the input voltage from a 
crest to zero. This of course results in cancellation of 
the error signal since no input voltage is present at that 
instant. This is shown by the spike 51' extending 
downwardly from crest 48, this spike terminating at the 
zero level for curve 50. Similarly, a spike occurring at 
crest 49 results in an error signal 52 for a positive spike 
and an error signal 52’ for a negative spike, both of 
these error signals corresponding to like noise spikes of 
the same magnitude as the amplitude of the input intel 
ligence-modulated carrier. If we now consider like 
noise spikes at point 42 on the curve 50, we may 
represent a positive noise spike at 53 and a negative 
noise spike at 53' which are now of like result in the 
output, and at point 43 there is shown a similar positive 
noise spike 54 and a corresponding negative noise 
spike 54'. 

If noise spikes closely follow each other and are of al 
ternatively positive and negative sign, the results of 
these noise spikes will be integratively additive to the 
error signal shown at 50. It has been observed that in 
ternally generated noise in a system, and much of the 
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externally applied noise, is generally continuous 
enough to be treated qualitatively as though it con 
sisted on high frequency added input signals to the 
device. 
A high frequency output superimposed upon curve 

50 may be ?ltered or integrated as desired to 
emphasize the frequency F5 as at 50. Integration of 
signals 51-51', 52-52’, 53-53’, 54-54’, and other spikes ‘ 
as 55-55’ occurring at intermediate positions along 
curve 50 results in a curve substituting for curve 50 
wherein the peaks are enhanced in magnitude and the 
troughs at 42 and 43 are unaffected. Since 51-51’ illus 
trates the combined sine wave error signal 50 plus the 
noise spikes a mean value at 56 represents the instan 
taneous output of a transistor pair as described. Points 
57, 58 and 59 similarly represent curve 50 enhanced by 
the noise spike average when equal and of opposite sign 
so that a smooth curve may be drawn to represent ac 
tual output in the presence of noise. Such a curve is 
shown at 60 and 61 having crests at the mean points 56 
and 57 and troughs at the mean points 42 and 43. 
While only a few noise spikes are shown, a more or less 
continuous noise background of this assumed relative 
magnitude would have points 62 corresponding to 
spikes 63 closely spaced together to give a continuous 
curve. 

Whether or not the noise input or the internally 
‘ generated noise is of white or continuous nature it is 
seen that the effect is to increase the magnitude of the 
resultant signal 50 to some new value such as 60. This 
signal now represents the information contained in the 
input signal enhanced by the presence of the noise in 
that a larger signal representing the input information is 
available. 

In general the curve 60 is approximately sinusidal 
and is made more nearly so by the presence of filtering 
or tuning of the output. The noise itself may be 
eliminated, insofar as it is ?lterable or tuned out from 
the doubled frequency wave, while the signal 
representing the information average has been doubled 
by the presence of the noise signal of like average am 
plitude. If the output from a transistor pair as described 
is taken without ?ltering to eliminate the noise, there 
still remains an enhancement of signal/noise ratio in 
asmuch as signal at the doubled frequency range is 
enhanced while the noise is not so enhanced. 

FIG. 8 illustrates a typical transfer characteristic 64 
for a three element device such as a triode or transistor. 
It is an exponentially varying relationship of output cur 
rent to input voltage 65 and 66, being at the extremes 
of operation, 67 being a point below which input volt 
age is not normally taken because of the small response 
in output relative to input, the region 69-70 being in the 
so-called linear ampli?cation region, still subject to the 
exponential relationship. A very small region such as 
68 corresponds to very small signal deviations, but 
remains subject to the upward concavity of the curve. 
However, it is a signal magnitude which might be 
adopted for ?rst balancing the elements Q1 and Q2, the 
operating static point being therein. 

FIG. 9 represents at 72 relative input and output 
relations for a receiver including the present invention 
incorporated in the IF. strip, assumed to be operating 
at 455 KHz at a bandwidth of 10 KHz, for an input 
range of 37.5DB and an output range of 73 DB 
between knees 73 and 74. 
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FIG. 10 shows'a typical graph of noise quieting vs. 
input signal level according to current commercial 
practice. , 

Quieting in DB being represented as a function of 
signal in DBM, a portion of the graph at 78 represents 
0-20 DB of quieting for inputs varying from —-I lSDBM 
to —l05DBM. A break then occurs in the graph at 77 
and a smaller rate of quieting in portion 79 to provide 
50DB of quieting at —-75DBM. With the signal/noise 
enhancement of this invention the same receiver 
achieves results as at 75 and 76, where SODB of quiet 
ing is available at -—l 10DBM in contrast to IODB for 
the commercial receiver. In the portion 75 of this graph 
it is noted that the same 0-20 DB of quieting men 
tioned above is available at input levels approximately 
20DB lower than for the commercial set. Point 76 
represents a slight change in rate of quieting increase 
with increasing input, being about. 40DB at the signal 
level where conventional quieting ?rst commences. 

FIG. 11 is similar to FIG. 1 in result in respect to 
enhancement of signal/noise ratio. Diodes D1 and D2 
substitute for elements 01 and Q2, biasing being no 
longer needed since D1 and D2 are two-terminal 
devices, balanced by R1 and R2 as in FIG. 1, and double 
frequency enhanced S/N output being taken at 20 as a 
voltage across common load 18. FIG. 11 thus provides 
a diode non-linear enhancer which similarly cancels the 
first order term (BX) wherein B is less than unity and 
wherein the AX‘ term remains as the output. This cir 
cuit would normally be preceeded or followed by an 
ampli?cation stage to make up the loss of effective in 
formation - varying signal cancelled by the two diodes 
connected back-to-back. 

It will be apparent that the invention may be prac 
ticed in a number of equivalent arrangements and Ap 
plicant seeks to be limited only in accordance with 
limitations expressed in the claims. 
What is claimed is: 
l. A device for enhancing the signal/noise ratio of an 

information-modulated signal including noise com 
ponents, comprising a pair of similar elements having 
similar non-linear transfer characteristic curves and 
having an input and output connection, means applying 
to said elements AC input signals in equal amplitude 
but opposite phase, at the respective input connections, 
means interconnecting at a point said output connec 
tions for energization in common from a power supply, 
means exciting said elements at greater than a 
predetermined signal increment but within the region 
of Class A ampli?cation, and means balancing outputs 
from said elements for oppositely phased inputs less 
than said predetemtined signal increment, wherein 
combined output represents inequality of ampli?cation 
by said elements of signals of opposite sign from a 
reference level. 

2. A device according to claim 1 said elements being 
transistors having collectors connected at said point 
and bases connected to receive said input in opposite 
phase. 

3. A device according to claim 2 having transistors in 
common emitter con?guration, said balancing means 
comprising relatively variable emitter impedance. 

4. A device according to claim 2 said means applying 
input signal being a transformer having a secondary 
connected at either end to a said element and a center 
point at the common bias voltage level for the 
transistors. 
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5. A device comprising a pair of non-linear elements 
connected in parallel for opposed excitation and ad 
justed for cancellation of both signal and noise in an in 
formation-modulated ?rst wave while generating a 
second wave of doubled frequency containing informa 
tion modulated as to amplitude and/or frequency, com 
prising input means for supplying said ?rst wave at an 
amplitude for output in the linear transfer region in a 
pair of equal and oppositely phased portions, said 
paired like elements being ampli?er means having 
input connections to receive said portions, respective 
ly, means biasing said ampli?er means for equal and 
opposite outputs for said portions of input when less 
than a predetermined minimum, common load element 
means connected to a voltage source and to output 
connections from said amplifying means for cancella 
tion of said outputs therein due to like but opposite 
values of ampli?cation and for summing therein devia 
tions of ampli?cation from said like values to provide 
said second wave. 

6. A circuit according to claim 5, said biasing means 
comprising at least one variable impedance controlling 
relative signal levels in said ampli?er means. 

7. A circuit according to claim 5 including an output 
circuit tuned to double the frequency of the modulated 
wave whereby ampli?ed noise of differing period is 
suppressed. 

8. In a periodic signal ampli?er device. employing 
paired amplifying elements excited, energized and 
biased to operate in the linear region of a common 
characteristic curve exhibiting continuously varying 
slope, means applying an input signal of a ?rst frequen 
cy for equal and opposite ampli?cation in said elements 
at one input amplitude, common load means for ener 
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gizing said elements and for mixing outputs from said 
elements to produce absence of signal at said first 
frequency for said input amplitude, said common load 
means being connected for response to inequalities of 
ampli?cation for periodic excursions of input voltage 
greater than said input amplitude within said linear re 
gion, said response being of periodicity equal to the 
number of such excursions of input voltage regardless 
of sign. 

9. In a device according to claim 8 said elements 
being transistors having bases connected to receive 
input of opposite sign at said ?rst frequency, having 
emitters at substantially a ?xed potential relative to 
signal, and having collectors at a common potential 
varied as the sum of the ampli?cation deviations of one 
sign according to characteristic curve slope for 
transistor operation at said input amplitude. 

10. A periodic signal processing device comprising a 
pair of like non-linear current transfer elements 
operated in the region of approximately linear transfer 
characteristic connected in a common element output 
con?guration, common load means connected from a 
source of DC. to a common connection to said ele 
ments for applying static voltage to equally energize 
said elements, means connected to said load means for 

‘taking an output voltage corresponding to the dif 
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ference in current in said elements, said elements being 
diodes connected back-to-back to said load and said 
means applying an input signal including a center 
tapped transformer secondary connected at respective 
ends to respective terminals of said diodes opposite 
said common connection. 


